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Dear Dr. Bersusky,
As the main author of the manuscript “Partial sacrectomy by single posterior approach”,1 which you recently 

mentioned in your Editorial in the most recent issue of our Journal,2 and on behalf of all the co-authors, we would 
like to thank you for your mention and the gesture of citing our study.

Unfortunately, we are solely trained as surgeons and do not put as much effort into training as researchers, let 
alone writers.

Fortunately, we have the support we need in our Journal to increase the quality of our articles and ensure that 
our efforts are not in vain.

From the user-friendly platform used to upload the data to be published to the Editorial Team who ensures that 
nothing is missing and that everything follows the suggested instructions.

As well as the quality of the Reviewers, who take the time to read the article and use their remarks to assist in 
the creation of a quality article, where if the authors accept said criticism and respect the peer’s effort, they will be 
one step closer to that goal.

We are aware of this since we have been fortunate enough to produce knowledge by forming a large team with 
similar goals.

As an author, I am certain that this journal is on the verge of reaching maximum international indexing, which I 
know is its primary goal, and hence we aim to publish here.

I have the privilege of knowing you personally and sharing more than the passion for healthcare and academics, 
and I am aware of the caliber of the person who leads the vital and well-trained Editorial Board. 

Thank you again for your support over the years and for your recognition and current words.

Dr. Pedro L. Bazán
Head of the Orthopedics and Traumatology Service, 

Hospital Interzonal General de Agudos “General San Martín”, 
La Plata, Buenos Aires, Argentina

pedroluisbazan@gmail.com
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